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Understanding Your Shoulder
Your shoulder is made up of three bones: the arm bone (humerus), your
shoulder blade (scapula), and your collar bone (clavicle). It is a ball-in-socket
joint with the end of your arm bone - the ball -(humeral head) sitting in the socket,
which is part of your shoulder blade (scapula). Your shoulder blade sits on your
back moving across your ribs and upper back, or your trunk (thoracic spine - where
all the ribs are attached). This design allows for more motion at your shoulder joint
than any other joint in the body. Just think of all the ways you can move your arm
to position your hand where you want.
Your shoulder is designed to move a lot and be mobile, but that means
there is less stability. The shoulder ball-in-socket joint is more shallow and less stable
than the much deeper and more stable hip ball-in-socket joint. Since there is
more motion and less stability the shoulder is at risk for a variety of issues. If the
coordination and mechanics of the shoulder get out of whack it can lead to
wear-n-tear conditions like arthritis, impingement, and rotator cuff tears.
What is often overlooked by many providers is how your shoulder is
connected to the rest of your body. Your shoulder blade needs to move across
your trunk, upper back and ribs to position your hand where you want it. If your
upper back, ribs, or shoulder blades are restricted that will affect your shoulder
and cause more stress/strain, wear-n-tear on your shoulder. Your upper back is
your spine, so if your spine is restricted it will affect your shoulder. Your hips and
spine are connected as well, so a restriction in your hips will affect your spine,
which may affect your shoulder over time. Your hips, knees, and ankles are also
all connected. That means that even a restriction in your ankle can be affecting
your shoulder through the connections in your body. Everything is connected.
In fact, your shoulder is part of you as a whole being. We at Kineci appreciate
that your painful shoulder is part of a whole person which includes your goals,
dreams, fears, history and experiences.
Many providers in Santa Barbara just look at your shoulder when it is painful.
They may rub things on it, hook it up to machines, and isolate your shoulder when
treating the symptoms of shoulder pain.
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But those providers will be missing the most important part of your shoulder – how
it is connected to your shoulder blades, spine, hips and the rest of your body.
Treatments that do not also address your shoulder blades and spine and hips as
part of helping your shoulder will not be as effective or complete and are doing
you a disservice.
Another fact about the shoulder is that it is designed to move in 3 planes of motion.
Even more than all the other parts of your body your shoulder moves forward and
back in the Sagittal plane, side to side in the Frontal plane, and rotates in the
Transverse plane. Testing, treating, and training your shoulder must address and
move through all 3 planes of motion otherwise they are missing the mark. At Kineci
we are your shoulder experts. We fully appreciate what your shoulder should do
and be able to do because we understand the anatomy and biomechanics.
If your shoulder is bothering you here are 3 simple exercises and 3 tips you can do
to help yourself start to feel better and move easier. Download this Free Report
[link to E-book pdf of Free Report]

You Deserve to feel better and function better, so choose better.
• Fix the problem – address the source not just the symptoms
• A Natural Solution — Avoid surgeries, injections, and pills
• Empowered Approach – learn your personal Movement Prescription

SCHEDULE FREE ASSESSMENT

FREE REPORT
TIP #1

Posture plays a big role, particularly sitting posture. Slouched or slumped
sitting puts the shoulders into tough positions in which many muscles get tight
and weak, while other get stretched out and weak. Poor posture creates a lot
of weakness because the positions inhibit muscles like your diaphragm, shoulder
blade muscles, and chest. Poor posture positions the bones and joints such that
tissues get pinched and compressed and contributes significantly to shoulder
pain.
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Proper sitting posture starts with the pelvis. If the pelvis is positioned right the
spine stacks up on itself more efficiently allowing your body to maintain good
posture easier and with less effort. Better spinal alignment allows your shoulders to
sit better with less pinching, compression, and problems.

TIP #2
Sleeping can be difficult when your shoulder hurts. When lying down gravity
is now pulling on your shoulder at a different angle. Often times that hurts. For
more severe shoulder issues like recovering from a surgery or fresh injury many
people find it easier to sleep sitting up /reclined instead of lying flat. Sleeping
in a recliner can be helpful in a temporary scenario to let you get some sleep.
However, too much time sleeping in a recliner can also lead to other body parts
becoming angry and painful.
Lying on your back or non-painful side while hugging a pillow can help. The
goal is to have as much of your arm supported by the pillow from armpit to wrist.

TIP #3
Your shoulder is connected to the rest of your body, it does not operate in
isolation. One of your shoulder’s best friends are your hips. Shoulders and hips are
connected by the spine. We already discussed how poor sitting posture negatively
affects your shoulders. When you are sitting for prolonged periods of time your
hips get tight, your chest and shoulders get tight too. One great way to battle the
ravages of sitting is to get up and stretch your hips.
Kineci promotes 2 minute Work Breaks. A great Anti-sitting/shoulder stretch is
to focus on your hip flexors. After 1 hour of sitting stand and stretch one hip for one
minute, then switch legs and stretch the other hip for 1 minute. If you are doing an
effective hip stretch you can really help your shoulders by stretching your hips for
2 minutes at a time.
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EXERCISE #1

Pendulums
(for muscle relaxation)
Bend your trunk forward with your
non-injured hand supporting you on a countertop or table. Allow your injured shoulder
and arm to dangle down underneath your
torso. Let gravity gently pull on your arm and
let your muscles relax. This helps your shoulder joint a bit of breathing room.
Then sway your body back and forth
side to side. As your hips sway allow your
dangling arm to sway along like a Pendulum. The goal is to NOT use your shoulder
muscles but the momentum of your hips and
body swaying side to side to create the arm
motion.
Do 20-30 reps of arm pendulums 		
(work up to 2-3 sets)

EXERCISE #2

Bent over rows
(for shoulder blade mobility)
Same position as above for Pendulums. One hand supporting you with your
trunk bent forward and injured arm dangling
down underneath your torso.
Lift your fist up to your armpit allowing your entire shoulder girdle and shoulder
blade to move. As you bring your fist up to
your armpit allow your elbow to pull up behind your trunk.
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• Repeat 25-30 times
• Repeat on the other arm
• (work up to 2-3 sets)

EXERCISE #3
2 minute Hip Flexor stretch
(for posture, spine, and shoulders)
Stand with one foot forward and one
foot back within a doorway. Hold onto the
door jams with both hands at a height
low enough to keep your shoulder happy.
Move your hips and body in 3 directions:
• Repeat 25-30 times
• Repeat on the other arm
• (work up to 2-3 sets)
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ABOUT DR.STEVE

Dr. Steve Politis, PT, DPT, FAFS, FAAOMPT, CKTP, CSCS, MovNat L1 is owner
and operator of Kineci Health & Movement Center a holistic movement center. Dr.
Steve’s passion is helping people Feel Better and Function Better. He loves learning
about and understanding the body so he can help people more effectively. His
passion for lifelong learning has led him to achieve two post-graduate Fellowships.
He is a Fellow of Applied Functional Science (FAFS) from the Gray Institute
which is a deep study in understanding the biomechanics of the body, how it
is an interconnected and integrated system with every person being a unique
individual. He is also a Fellow in the American Academy of Orthopedic Manual
Physical Therapists (FAAOMPT) which was a two year long study in differential
diagnosis, manual therapy techniques, and tissue specific healing. He is one of
only a handful of physical therapists in the world with this combination of education
and training putting him in the top 1% of educated and skilled physical therapists
in the country.
Kineci Health & Movement Center has been the culmination of Dr. Steve’s
vision for creating a Center of Excellence for providing natural alternatives to the
traditional ‘sick care’ model of our current broken health care system. At Kineci
we believe Your Health is YOUR Choice and should not be dictated by others. We
believe in YOU! We are here for YOU! Let Kineci help YOU Feel Better and Function
Better.

Kineci = Movement Medicine (Kinesis = Movement + Medicine)

